
Astrological Love Match 
A Quick and Easy Guide to Finding Your Ideal Partner

 
Dear Cosmic Love Seeker,

Hey, thanks so much for being part of our cosmic community, we
are really pleased to have you as part of our tribe!  

We hope you enjoy this Quick and Easy Guide to Finding Your
Ideal Partner, and you gain valuable insights as to how compatible
you are with other signs. 

When it comes to finding true love, every little bit helps. That's
why our love match guide includes astrological insights for all
signs to give you an edge.

LOVE, LIGHT AND HAPPINESS!

Jennifer & Kat

ANGELKAT
AngelKastrology.com 
AngelKat@gmail.com

mailto:AngelKat@gmail.com


YOUR LOVE MATCH 
ARIES: A passionate

connection, both fire signs,

these two can be very

competitive. Outgoing, and

social, it’s important to align

their interests and values. 
TAURUS: Can be frustrating. Their energies are different and move at a

different pace. But there is romance and passion, which can keep them

coming back to each other. GEMINI: There are challenges as Aries is a

doer, and Gemini is a thinker. They need mutual love and purpose can last

the distance. CANCER: Ruled by the Moon, Cancer can often be too

sensitive for Aries, taking their comments and actions too seriously. There

needs to be give and take on both sides.  LEO: As fire signs, these two are

in sync, and have a good understanding and knowingness, almost like a

code they and only they, understand. It’s a Star-Connection! VIRGO: This

can be a difficult union. The Arian brashness does not sit well with

Virgo’s sympathetic nature. They both need to pass the olive branch.

LIBRA: There is disharmony here.  Aries shoot from the hip and Libra

looks at all sides. There is a need to recognize each other’s gifts. SCORPIO:

Passion, and straight forwardness, there is a mutual love and respect. But

there is no room for secrets. SAGITTARIUS: These two fire signs are like

love-magnets. As long as they keep talking, they’re a match made in

heaven! CAPRICORN: Capricorn loves the excitement and change Aries

brings to the relationship but they are opposite; they steadily climb the

mountain to find success. They have a lot to teach each other. AQUARIUS:

This is a perfect-partner love match. Never a dull moment! Pisces: Aries

can be too rash for sensitive PISCES. Although there is caring, they can tip

toe around each other, which can mean they are destined for heartache.

happen in that school

Aries 
A N G E L K A S T R O L O G Y . C O M  



YOUR LOVE MATCH 
ARIES: Can be frustrating. Their

energies are different and move at a

different pace. But there is romance

and passion, which can keep them

coming back to each other. 

TAURUS: Two love bugs! Comfortable and loving; at times they don’t even

need anyone else. If it works, it is match made to last a lifetime. GEMINI:

Gemini can be loud and flirty and Taurus subdued and solid. Rarely do

these two attract each other, but of course, nothing is out of the realms of

possibility. CANCER: Little by little, these two reveal more of themselves

to each other, and can build a deep loving connection. Beauty and the

good life – it’s an affair that can go all the way.  LEO: There is attraction

between these two, but the trouble starts when the time comes to decide,

which one of them is going to take the lead? VIRGO: These earth signs

have a great deal in common and understand each other. They share

traits, values and love-lists – perfect!  LIBRA: Life is to be nurtured, and

no one knows this better than these two Venus ruled signs. After all, life

is about harmony and balance. They get it! SCORPIO: Opposite signs; some

work, some don’t. This can fit into the category of those love-hate

relationships. It can be electric, but turbulent. SAGITTARIUS: Never say

never, but these two are on different paths. To click, they need

understanding and sensitivity.  CAPRICORN: Love, admiration, respect

and understanding. Together forever! AQUARIUS: Can teach each a great

deal, but can lack love luster. Aquarius loves being outrageous and Taurus

is solid and stable. PISCES: Romantics at heart, these two can share a deep

and lasting love.  It’s unconditional love that encourages each other to be

their best.

Taurus 
A N G E L K A S T R O L O G Y . C O M  



YOUR LOVE MATCH 
ARIES: There are challenges as Aries

is an action focused doer, and Gemini

is a thinker. They can both get

distracted and need mutual love and

purpose to last the distance. 

TAURUS: Gemini can be loud and flirty and Taurus subdued and solid.

Rarely do these two attract each other, but of course, nothing is out of the

realms of possibility. GEMINI: The twins can lively happily ever after.

There is always something to keep them interested, and hardly a cross

word. A lot of fun! CANCER: Generally, values are different for these two,

which can exclude a passionate lifetime connection. But, if a strong

friendship is formed, they can overcome just about anything. LEO: As a

general rule, Gemini prefers to be behind the scenes and Leo out-front,

which can set up an incompatibility, but it can also complement. If they

support each other’s dreams, it can work. VIRGO: There is a connection

with intellect and both are seekers of knowledge. However, Gemini loves

freedom and Virgo is into commitment. LIBRA: There is good

understanding between these two air signs. With lots of charm, they work

hard to keep the union harmonious. SCORPIO: This can be a difficult

union. Gemini is naturally mysterious, and Scorpio hates secrets. If trust

is broken, it will be difficult to mend fences.  SAGITTARIUS: Intellectual

pursuits, freedom of expression and personal space attracts these signs.

It’s an enlightened match.  CAPRICORN: Gemini chills and Capricorn gets

busy, a basic difference in energy. However, there is interest and intrigue.

AQUARIUS: These two air signs can hum together walking along life’s

path, no matter where it may take them. A magical connection! PISCES:

This is an extremely compatible intellectual connection. However, there is

a need for compromise for love to last.

Gemini 
A N G E L K A S T R O L O G Y . C O M  



TAURUS: Little by little, these two reveal more of themselves to each

other, and can build a deep loving connection. Beauty and the good life –

you can go all the way.  GEMINI: Generally, values are different for these

two, which can exclude a passionate lifetime connection. But, if a strong

friendship is formed, they can overcome just about anything. CANCER:

These two caring Cancers can snuggle up. They love entertaining, setting

up home, shopping, and anything luxury. An unshakable relationship,

their values align, emotional & material security. LEO: This match can

work, but not without compromise. Leo is clearly the boss, but Cancer will

often have the last say. A sincere love can oversee any challenge. VIRGO:

When there is love and attraction, this is an extremely solid relationship.

Both have strong values and do not take their commitments and

responsibilities lightly. LIBRA: These two can either boost or squash each

other. They both have a love for culture and beauty and when their

worlds align, it works. SCORPIO: Two water signs talk the same language.

Love, passion, and lifestyle. A deep bond of sharing, caring & mutual

support. Devoted! SAGITTARIUS: There are differences. Wen the crab is

hurt they pull down the shell, sometimes never to come out again.

Compromises are needed, and a strong friendship is a good foundation.

CAPRICORN: Opposite signs, but both have understanding and respect.

Without interference from the other, this is an optimistic match.

AQUARIUS: Cancer feels with their heart and Aquarius thinks with their

head. Nothing is impossible, but there are challenges between these two

signs. PISCES: Both water signs; there is a natural and beautiful spiritual

connection. It’s soul-to-soul love that can last a lifetime.

YOUR LOVE MATCH 
ARIES: : Ruled by the Moon, Cancer can

often be too sensitive for Aries, taking their

comments and actions too seriously. There

needs to be give and take on both sides.  

Cancer 
A N G E L K A S T R O L O G Y . C O M  



TAURUS: There is attraction between these two, but the trouble starts

when the time comes to decide, which one of them is going to take the

lead? GEMINI: As a general rule, Gemini prefers to be behind the scenes

and Leo out-front, which can set up an incompatibility, but it can also

complement. If they support each other’s dreams, it can work. CANCER:

This match can work, but not without compromise. Leo is clearly the boss,

but Cancer will often have the last say. A sincere love can oversee any

challenge. LEO: These two fire signs can be more interested in themselves

than each other. But, if a strong friendship is built, they will always come

back to each other. VIRGO: This can be a difficult match. Leo wants to

take control and Virgo takes orders from no one. However, they do have a

great appreciation for each other’s intelligence and creativity. LIBRA: This

dynamic duo shine together, particularly on the social scene. They look

after each other and can go the full distance with a love forever.

SCORPIO: Strong passionate signs; a connection between this fire and

water duo can be intensely powerful. But as such, watch out for power

struggles. SAGITTARIUS: Both fire signs understand each other. A

magnificent partnership. Passionate, but can  be competitive.

CAPRICORN: If their goals are aligned, it can work, otherwise there is

difficulty if they both compete for the limelight. Both want to take the

lead. AQUARIUS: When it’s good, it’s amazing, when it’s not, both can be

stubborn. There is need for a willingness to give and forget. PISCES: A

commitment to love can make this an amazing love story. There is a

mindfulness needed for gentle romance and mutual respect. 

 

YOUR LOVE MATCH 
ARIES: As fire signs, these two are in

sync, and have a good understanding and

knowingness, almost like a code they and

only they, understand. It’s a Star-

Connection! 

Leo 
A N G E L K A S T R O L O G Y . C O M  



TAURUS: These earth signs have a great deal in common and understand

each other. They share traits, values and love-lists – perfect! GEMINI:
There is a connection with intellect and both are seekers of knowledge.

However, Gemini loves freedom and Virgo is into commitment. CANCER:

When there is love and attraction, this is an extremely solid relationship.

Both have strong values and do not take their commitments and

responsibilities lightly. LEO: This can be a difficult match. Leo wants to

take control and Virgo takes orders from no one.  However, they do have

a great appreciation for each other’s intelligence and creativity. VIRGO:

These two are connected. They understand each other and appreciate just

about everything about each other. But both harmony and drama can be

present. LIBRA: This union can look good together, but in real life, Virgo’s

quest to make Libra a better person can wear thin on Libra’s sensitivity.

Virgo needs to understand Libra more, and Libra not to take everything so

personally. SCORPIO: There can be a deep connection with these two, but

not everyone will see it. What goes on behind closed doors, can build a

strong union for life. SAGITTARIUS: Magical on many levels, but

opposites on other levels. Sagittarius is visionary, while Virgo is detailed

oriented, so they encourage or irritate the other. CAPRICORN: This earth

sign match is heavenly. Rock solid, and they are there for each other,

always and forever. AQUARIUS: There is definitely a fascination here, but

Virgo is orderly and Aquarius can live in chaos. It is certainly

unpredictable. PISCES: Opposites can attract. If a magnetic connection is

strong enough, both will hold on tight, otherwise they can let go.

YOUR LOVE MATCH 
ARIES: This can be a difficult union. The

Arian brashness does not sit well with

Virgo’s sympathetic nature. They both

need to pass the olive branch. Virgo looks

for change, and Aries can lose interest. 

Virgo 
A N G E L K A S T R O L O G Y . C O M  



TAURUS: Life is to be nurtured, and no one knows this better than these

two Venus ruled signs. Harmony and balance - they get it! GEMINI: There

is understanding between these two air signs. Lots of charm, they work

hard to keep the union harmonious. CANCER: These two can either boost

or squash each other. They both have a love for culture and beauty and

when their worlds align, it works. LEO: This dynamic duo shine together,

particularly on the social scene.  They look after each other and can go the

full distance with a love forever. VIRGO: This union can look good

together, but in real life, Virgo’s quest to make Libra a better person can

wear thin on Libra’s sensitivity. Virgo needs to understand Libra more,

and Libra not to take everything so personally. LIBRA: A match made in

heaven! These two air signs sit on cloud nine. They fall in love with love,

and in love with each other. No need for anything or anyone else. It’s

bliss! SCORPIO: There certainly is a curiosity here, but getting them to gel

is another thing. Unless they can see their differences as complementary,

they make better friends than lovers.  SAGITTARIUS: There is a definite

attraction with these two signs. But Sagittarius is far more independent in

a relationship than Libra would ever hope to be. They communicate well.

CAPRICORN: When goals are aligned and both working for the same

things, this union comes together. Needs give and take. AQUARIUS: These

two air signs speak the same language. They are natural lovers and team-

mates. PISCES: Good friends, and they fall in love with love.  Arm in arm

they share life, love and living.

YOUR LOVE MATCH 
ARIES: There can be disharmony

here.  Aries shoot from the hip,

and acts fast, and Libra looks at

all sides. They need to recognize

and learn to love each other’s

gifts.

Libra 
A N G E L K A S T R O L O G Y . C O M  



TAURUS: Opposite signs; some work, some don’t. This can fit into the

category of those love-hate relationships. It can be electric, but turbulent.

GEMINI: This can be a difficult union. Gemini is naturally mysterious, and

Scorpio hates secrets. If trust is broken, it will be difficult to mend fences.  

CANCER: These two water signs talk the same language. Love, passion,

and lifestyle. A deep bond of sharing, caring and mutual support. Devoted!

LEO: Strong passionate signs; a connection between this fire and water

duo can be intensely powerful. But as such, you will need to watch out for

power struggles. VIRGO: There can be a deep connection with these two,

but not everyone will see it. What goes on behind closed doors, can build a

strong union for life. LIBRA: There certainly is a curiosity here, but

getting them to gel is another thing. Unless they can see their differences

as complementary, they make better friends than lovers.  SCORPIO: This

is a high vibration connection! Together they can conquer the world, but

only if they align their dreams, hopes and wishes. SAGITTARIUS:

Certainly challenges here, even though there is passion and adventure.

The capacity to forgive and forget can help to bridge the love-gap.

CAPRICORN: Both love the good life, but both want to control, which can

present issues. But, it’s a powerful connection if they can work together.

AQUARIUS: There’s a curiosity, but both strong signs with definite

opinions. There’s intrigue, but differences. PISCES: Breathtaking; love,

passion and romance. If nurtured, it is a powerful attraction and

connection between water signs!

YOUR LOVE MATCH 
ARIES: These two sign both have

passion, and straight forwardness,

there is a mutual love and respect.

But there is no room for secrets,

so there needs to be transparency. 

Scorpio 
A N G E L K A S T R O L O G Y . C O M  



TAURUS: Never say never, but these two are on different paths. To click,

they need understanding and sensitivity.  GEMINI: Intellectual pursuits,

freedom of expression and personal space attracts these signs. It’s an

enlightened match.  CANCER: There can be differences. When the crab, 

 they crawl into their shell, sometimes never to come out. Compromises

need to be made, and a strong friendship is a good foundation. LEO: Both

fire signs, they understand each other. A magnificent partnership.

Passionate, but also be competitive. VIRGO: Magical on many levels, but

opposites on other levels. Sagittarius is visionary, while Virgo is detailed

oriented. They can encourage or irritate each other. LIBRA: There is a

definite attraction with these two signs. But Sagittarius is far more

independent in a relationship than Libra would ever hope to be. They do,

however, communicate well. SCORPIO: Certainly challenges here, even

though there is passion and adventure. The capacity to forgive and forget

can help to bridge the love-gap. SAGITTARIUS: Happy in their own

company, they optimistically skip through life to the Moon and back.

CAPRICORN: Their purpose and mission in life can be very different,

which can divide them. However, the Sagittarian adventurous spirit and

Capricorn sense of responsibility have a lot to teach each other.

AQUARIUS: Excitement and adventure keep these two interested. This

match has the potential for love longevity. PISCES: This is a mind, body,

and spirit connection. But, Pisces loves connection and Sagittarius wants

freedom. There needs to be agreement and commitment for it to work.

YOUR LOVE MATCH 
ARIES: These two fire signs are

like love-magnets. As long as they

keep talking, and don't keep their

stuff to themselves, they can be a

match made in heaven 

Sagittarius
A N G E L K A S T R O L O G Y . C O M  



TAURUS: Love, admiration, respect and understanding. These two earth

signs fit perfectly. They can be together forever! GEMINI: Gemini chills

and Capricorn gets busy, a basic difference in energy. However, there is

interest and intrigue. CANCER: Opposite signs, but they are both cardinal  

signs, and have understanding and respect. Without too much

interference from the other, this is an optimistic match. LEO: If their goals

are aligned, it can work, otherwise there is difficulty if they both compete

for the limelight. They are both strong signs, and therefore they  want to

take the lead, which can cause problems. VIRGO: This earth sign match is

heavenly. Rock solid, and they’re there for each other, always and

forever. LIBRA: When goals are aligned and both working for the same

things, this Libra comes together. Can work with give and take. SCORPIO:

Both love the good life, but both want to control, which can present

issues. But, it’s a powerful connection if they can work together.

SAGITTARIUS: Their purpose and mission in life can be very difficult,

which can divide them. However, the Sagittarian adventurous spirit and

Capricorn sense of responsibility have a lot to teach each other.

CAPRICORN: Dependable and lasting commitment – when the bond is

strong, it is unbreakable. AQUARIUS: There is a mutual respect and

fascination with each other, but may not connect enough for long-lasting

love, even though the connection is intriguing and imaginative. PISCES:

Different, but it can work. Capricorn’s deep need for security and Pisces’

lighthearted lovingness complement each other.  Mysteriously delicious!  

YOUR LOVE MATCH 
ARIES: Capricorn loves the excitement and

change Aries brings to the union. But they

are opposite. Capricorn steadily climbs the

mountain to find success.  Aries is in a

hurry.  They have a lot to teach each

other. 

Capricorn
A N G E L K A S T R O L O G Y . C O M  



TAURUS: Can teach each a great deal, but can lack love luster. Aquarius

loves being outrageous and Taurus is solid and stable. GEMINI: These two

air signs can hum together walking along life’s path, no matter where it

may take them. A magical connection! CANCER: Cancer feels with their

heart and Aquarius thinks with their head. Nothing is impossible, but

there are challenges between these two signs. LEO: When it’s good, it’s

amazing, when it’s not, both can be stubborn. There is need for a

willingness to give and forget. VIRGO:  There is definitely a fascination

here, but Virgo is orderly and Aquarius can live in chaos. It’s can certainly

be unpredictable. LIBRA: These two air signs speak the same language.

They are natural lovers and team-mates. SCORPIO: There’s a curiosity, but

both strong signs with definite opinions. There’s intrigue, but differences.

SAGITTARIUS: Excitement and adventure keep these two interested. This

match has the potential for love longevity. CAPRICORN: There is a mutual

respect and fascination with each other, but may not connect enough for

long-lasting love, even though there is intriguing and imaginative.

AQUARIUS: Both love the good life, but both want to control, which can

present issues. But, it’s a powerful connection if they can work together.

Mind sync can keep these two interested and connected, always. It has the

power for an electric connection. PISCES: There is a mutual respect and

fascination with each other, but may not connect enough for long-lasting

love, even though there is intriguing and imaginative.

YOUR LOVE MATCH 
ARIES: This can a perfect-partner love

match as there promises to never be a

dull moment!  Aries loves the excitement

of experiencing ew things and so does

Aquarius, who loves to be social. 

Aquarius
A N G E L K A S T R O L O G Y . C O M  



TAURUS: Romantics at heart, these two can share a deep and lasting love.  

It’s unconditional love that encourages each other to be their best.

GEMINI: This is an extremely compatible intellectual connection.

However, there is a need for compromise for love to last. CANCER: Both

water signs; there is a natural and beautiful spiritual connection. It’s soul-

to-soul love that can last a lifetime. LEO: A commitment to love can make

this an amazing love story. There is a mindfulness needed for gentle

romance and mutual respect. Virgo: Opposites can attract. And if the

magnetic connection is strong enough, both will hold on tight, otherwise

they can both let go. LIBRA: Good friends, these two can fall in love with

love. Arm in arm they share life, love and living.  SCORPIO: Breathtaking;

love, passion and romance. If nurtured, it is a powerful attraction and

connection between these two water signs! SAGITTARIUS:  This is a mind,

body, and spirit connection. But, Pisces loves connection and Sagittarius

wants freedom. There needs to be agreement and commitment for it to

work. CAPRICORN: Different, but it can work. Capricorn’s deep need for

security and Pisces’ lighthearted lovingness complement each other. 

 Mysteriously delicious!  AQUARIUS: There is a mutual respect and

fascination with each other, but may not connect enough for long-lasting

love, even though there is intriguing and imaginative. PISCES: Fabulous

fantasy and everlasting joy, it’s a love-nest made for two. Can be void of

reality though, and need to work hard to function in the real world. 

YOUR LOVE MATCH 
ARIES: Aries can be too rash, and not be

in  the flow for sensitive Pisces.

Although there is caring, they can tip

toe around each other, which can mean

they are destined for heartache. 

Pisces
A N G E L K A S T R O L O G Y . C O M  


